Abstract: On-line monitoring of biological processes is essential for maximizing productivity because reactions are very slow and much effort is required to analyze the composition of bioproduct. The Raman spectroscopy is suitable for on-line monitoring of bioprocess with proper analysis algorithms. This work proposes a novel soft-sensor framework based on Raman spectra. It first removes the background effect and further reduces noise using the Rolling-Circle Filter (RCF) and Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter, respectively. Then Partial Least Square (PLS) is used to reduce the dimension of spectra and predict the concentrations based on latent variables. The prediction performance was improved by 30% by applying the proposed methods. The Raman spectrum can be used to analyze the concentrations by using the PLS.
INTRODUCTION
In bioprocess, it is not simple to analyze composition of product. Cell-disruption, extraction, freeze-drying and centrifugation are required to know the composition of the bio-product, and mass spectroscopy or high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) is used to determine their characteristics. These processes take a very long time (30∼60 mins) and much effort is required. If the results obtained through these processes are not satisfactory, process variables should be manipulated to improve product quality. However, this process has many problems for feedback control because there exists a significant time delay between sampling and completion of analysis. Furthermore, since a biological process model is not robust compared to traditional chemical process models, the importance of on-line monitoring for bioprocess is more emphasized.
Raman spectroscopy has attracted much attention in composition analysis for on-line monitoring because sample preparation is not needed and samples are not destroyed. Also, an important advantage of Raman spectroscopy over other ones is that water interference peak is insignificant [Demirbas, 2010] . Thus, Raman spectroscopy is suitable for bioprocess monitoring. However Raman spectra obtained without sample preparation may not be uniform because of sediments and floating matters. Uniformity of samples is important to take accurate spectrum.
Microalgal bioreactor system is an important example for bioprocesses. Microalgae are considered as one of the most promising feedstock for biofuels due to their lipid production potential [Mata et al., 2010] . There are several
In this study, we will present a comprehensive framework to predict the concentration using Raman spectroscopy and the comparison of prediction performance on-line. We will also show the influence of the difference in uniformity on prediction performance. Raman spectra are analyzed using multivariate analysis, not biological and spectroscopic analysis. The mixture solution consisting of water, soybean oil, glucose and glycine was used to test applicability of heterogeneous solution such as microalgae. Water, soybean oil, glucose and glycine are added to explain aqueous solution, ununiformity, uniformity and fluorescent effect, respectively. The concentrations of the mixture were determined by mixture design of experiment.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample Preparation
The reagents used in this experiment were D-(+)-glucose (ACS reagent grade, Sigma-Aldrich Co.), ultra-pure water, soybean oil (CJ) and Glycine (99.0% pure, Sigma-Aldrich Co.). Glucose used as carbon sources in bioprocess was added to test prediction performance of the material that has characteristic of uniformity. Soybean oil was used to [Ye et al., 2009 , Huang et al., 2010 .
In our experiment, Raman spectra were obtained by Ocean Optics QE65000 Scientific-grade spectrometer with a 532nm excitation wavelength. Each spectrum was an average of 4 accumulations with an integration time of 5s. The spectral range selected was 453 ∼ 4629 cm −1 .
Partial Least Square (PLS)
PLS regression is a technique that predicts dependent variables (e.g. concentrations) from independent variables (e.g. Raman spectra). When a set of independent variables is very large, this regression is a particularly suitable method for predicting dependent variables [Otto, 2007] . PLS latent variable direction of the independent matrix (X) is calculated in order to maximize the covariance between it and the dependent vector (y). Both the X and y are decomposed into smaller matrices.
where T are the score matrices containing orthogonal rows, P and q are loadings of the X and y, respectively. E and f are the residuals. Dependent variables y is predicted by regression vector b.
A regression vector b is calculated by using a weight matrix W .
where S XX and S XY are covariances, and k is the number of latent variables [Lopes et al., 2004] . Although Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) and Principal Component Regression (PCR) are used for multivariate analysis frequently, MLR has some problems about collinearities and singularity. That is, The inverse of X T X in the least squares solution b = (X T X) −1 X T y may not exist. In case of PCR, there is no guarantee that the principal components containing most information of X variables explain y variables well. PLS solves these problems by using inner relationships between scores of X and y. Therefore, in most cases PLS is used to find a relationship between X and y [Geladi and Kowalski, 1986] .
In this paper, PLS was developed using The Unscramber R X. The algorithm uses the non-linear iterative partial least squares algorithm (NIPALS). Prediction performance is evaluated based on a 10-fold cross validation used to simulate a test set when there are not enough samples to make an independent test set.
Rolling-Circle Filter (RCF)
A Raman spectrum has usually a background caused by the fluorescence effect. The background should be removed because it does not include any chemical information. The Rolling-Circle Filter is an easy-to-apply and intuitive filter to subtract background effect [Paraschuk et al., 2006] . This method uses geometrical difference between characteristic peaks and background. First, a radius R should be determined. The size of the circle should be significantly larger than the Raman linewidths and less than the background. Then, the circle rolls beneath the spectrum as shown in Fig. 1 . Only the parts which the circle cannot enter are left [Mikhailyuk and Razzhivin, 2003] . The key advantages of the RCF are it has a single parameter (radius) and there is no limit on a background shape. We first normalize the spectrum before applying the RCF. The Raman shift range becomes equal to the intensity range in this step. where X is the spectrum intensity, N is the number of spectral points and i = 1, 2, 3 · · · N [Paraschuk et al., 2006] . MATLAB 2011b is used to implement the RCF.
Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter
The part that needs to remove is not only the background, but also noise. Noise is a severe problem in spectral analysis. Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter is the most wellknown noise reduction filter. This filter fits a polynomial to each successive curve segment, thus replacing the original values with more regular variations. Parameters to choose are the length of the smoothing segment (moving window) and the order of the polynomial. It is a very useful method to effectively remove spectral noise while keeping chemical information [Savitzky and Golay, 1964] . This filter was performed by using The Unscramber R X.
RESULTS
Simulated data
A simulated spectrum was made to assess the feasibility of the proposed methods using Gaussian functions F (x) = A· 2 . The characteristic peaks produced by five Gaussian functions (Fig. 2(A) ) were added to the Raman background produced by two Gaussian functions as shown in Fig. 2(B) . The parameters of the Gaussian functions are shown in Table 2 . Fig. 2(A) shows the original spectrum, but the Raman spectrum was taken with the background and random noise as shown in Fig. 2(B) . We should find the original spectrum (Fig. 2(A) ) from the spectrum with the background and noise (Fig. 2(B) ). Fig. 2(C) is the results of applying the RCF with R=1500, 500, 100. The radius of curvature of the background is about 200 and the radii of characteristic peaks are about 10∼80. Therefore, the spectra filtered by the RCF with R=80∼200 may be similar each other. In this case, the spectrum filtered by the RCF with R=100 was chosen as a backgroundfree spectrum. Fig. 2(D) is the spectrum removed noise effect by Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter with 15-points quadratic. A comparison between Fig. 2(A) and Fig. 2(D) shows that these proposed methods are applicable to find the original characteristic peaks from an actual Raman spectrum with the background and noise. The results of the PLS regression for prediction of the glucose concentration using the spectra filtered by the RCF with R=400.
Experimental data
composition, these spectra have the different intensity. Fig.  3(B) is obtained when the RCF with R=400 applies to the spectra in Fig. 3(A) . In the same environment, even if the spectra of the samples having the same concentrations are taken, the difference in Raman intensity occurs because of the fluorescent effect. Thus, background subtraction is essential process before the prediction of the concentration. Fig. 4(A) is also the same case as above.
In this case, two spectra have different spectral shapes in spite of application of the RCF. This result arises from phase separation between soybean oil and water.
First, glucose uniformly mixed in the solution would be applied to predict concentration using the PLS. To test the performance of the filters, the PLS applied to raw spectra and the result is shown in Fig. 5 . For the validation data, the root mean square error (RMSE) and the Rsquare are 0.0043 and 0.9677, respectively. The RMSE with a value closer to 0 and the R-square with a value closer to 1 indicate a better fit. In the PLS, the RMSE is more accurate to evaluate the prediction performance of the model than R-square. This is because the R-square tends to approach 1 when a lot of regression coefficients exist regardless of prediction performance.
The PLS regression was applied to the spectra that were processed by the RCF with various radii in order to determine the optimal radius of the RCF. These results are shown in Table 3 . The PLS model of the spectra filtered by the RCF with R=400 has the best prediction performance in this step. This result is shown in Fig. 6 .
When the radius is larger or smaller than 400 the prediction performance decreases. Fig. 7 explains decreasing performance. The change of the spectra according to the radius of the RCF is shown in Fig. 7 . The characteristic peaks disappear when the radius is smaller than bandwidth of the characteristic peaks. If selection of the radius is difficult, it would be better to choose a big radius as a parameter than a small radius because most Raman spectrum has a gentle-sloped background. The radius of the RCF based on points not Raman shift. In this experiment, the Raman spectrum has the total 941 points. Thus the circle with R=400 is relatively large size.
The quadratic Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter that generally use the quadratic as a polynomial was applied to the spectra filtered by the RCF with R=400 which has the best predictive performance in this experiment and moving windows were used from 5 to 19. The results of this step are shown in table 4. The 15-points quadratic SavitzkyGolay smoothing filter has the best predictive performance as shown in Fig. 8 . Generally, 15-points quadratic is the default value in commercial programs (e.g. PLS Toolbox, Eigenvector Research Incorporated). For spectral noise reduction, the moving window would be better to choose a small value because the width of the Raman spectral peaks is narrower than other ones of spectroscopes. Thus, characteristic peaks could vanish when a large value as a moving window is selected.
The RMSE was improved by 30% from 0.0043 to 0.0030, comparing the results of the PLS regression of the raw spectra and the filtered spectra. The PLS was applied to prediction of the soybean oil concentration using the spectra processed by the RCF with R=400 and 15-points quadratic Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter based on above result. In Fig. 9 , the R-square is 0.9690 but the soybean oil concentration is not at all predicted. As mentioned above, the R-square is not correct as a method for assessing the accuracy of the regression model in the PLS. Although the extremely insoluble material exists in mixture other material was accurately predicted.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have demonstrated that it is possible to predict glucose concentration by using PLS and Raman spectra. Prediction performance was improved by 30% using the proper pre-processing technique. We chose Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter for reducing noise and Rolling-Circle Filter for removing fluorescent effect. Uniformity of the materials in solution is important to predict the concentration precisely. We could identify that the concentration of the uniform material is estimated although the insoluble material exists in mixture.
